OBJECTIVES OF COMPETITION

DESIGN IDEAS COMPETITION WITH POSSIBILITY OF BUILDING NEXT GENERATION GREEN BUILDING

GREEN RESEARCH INNOVATION DESIGN (GRID) CENTRE

CREATE AWARENESS IN A LIVING GREEN BUILDING

CREATE AWARENESS IN AJIYA’S GREEN BUILDING MATERIALS
COMPETITION SITE

UKM

1.5 ACRE SITE AT UKM’S GREEN TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION PARK, BANGI
PRIZE MONEY

SPONSORED BY

AJIYA BHD

WINNER : RM 200,000
5 HONORARY MENTIONS : RM 5,000
ELIGIBILITY

SUBMISSIONS TO BE MADE BY PAM MEMBERS

TEAM SUBMISSION IS ENCOURAGED

E-SUBMISSION
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT

DESIGN EXCELLENCE

GBI PLATINUM

BUILDABLE, ECONOMICALLY VIABLE

INNOVATIVE

ENERGY EFFICIENT WITH NATURAL VENTILATION

UNIVERSAL ACCESS DESIGN, QLASSIC
JUDGING

PANEL OF JURY LED BY PAM PRESIDENT

PUBLIC VOTING AT DATUM KL
IMPORTANT DATES

REGISTRATION CLOSES : 25 MARCH 2016
AJIYA STUDY TOUR : 15 APRIL 2016
CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISSION : 24 JUNE 2016
JUDGING : 1 JULY 2016
PUBLIC VOTING : DURING DATUM KL
ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS : END OF DATUM KL
COMMUNICATION

ALL COMMUNICATIONS VIA PAM
VISIT PAM, MGBC WEBSITE
FACEBOOK
THANK YOU!

JOINT ORGANISERS: PAM & MGBC
STRATEGIC PARTNER: UKM
SPONSOR: AJIYA BHD